
REGIONALISM AND POLITICS 



MEANING OF REGIONALISM 

• The general meaning of regionalism is the 
attachment to a particular region. The feeling 
of regionalism produces more allegiance and 
love for one’s own region as compared to 
one’s country. 

• Acc to D.C. GUPTA, “Regionalism means love 
of a particular region in preference to the 
country.” 

 





• GEOGRAPHICAL FACTORS:  In India, some of its area 
isolated from other regions because of the geographical 
condition. Due to this reason, the emotional unity among 
the people living in these regions and the people living in 
other parts of India could not be developed. 

 

• RELIGIOUS FACTORS: Religious factors play great role in 
constituting the feeling of regionalism among people. 

• INFLUENCE OF CASTE:  When the people of  a particular 
caste get concentrated in a particular region of the country,  
there is possibility of the development of regionalism. 

• LACK OF MEANS OF COMMUNICATION : It has contributed 
to the development of regionalism in India. 
 
 

FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF REGIONALISM IN 

INDIA 



• LACK OF BALANCED PROGRESS: It has been seen that due to having 
sufficient resources, some areas of  India has become more progressive in 
compare to other. The  people inhabiting the backward areas 
automatically  fill themselves with the feeling of Regionalism. 

• POLITICAL FACTORS:  The impact of  political factors in the development 
of regionalism can not be ignored. 

• ROLE OF REGIONAL PARTIES: It is seen that the regional political Parties 
preach and spread regionalism and instigate the regional feelings in  order 
to strengthen their base and to realise their ambition of capturing power. 

• DECLINE OF  NATIONAL SENTIMENTS: During the last a few years there 
has been a decline of the nationalist feeling and at the same time regional 
feeling are growing stronger among the people. 

• FRUSTRATIONS OF POLITICAL LEADERS. Sometimes the frustrations of the 
political leaders also gave the birth to narrow regionalism. 
 



FORMS OF REGIONALISM IN INDIA 

• Acc. to Dr. D.C. Gupta, the following are the main forms of regionalism in 
India or it has got manifested in the following four forms:- 

• 1. DEMAND OR SUCESSION FROM INDIAN UNION: The demand for 
succession from the Indian Union is the worst form of regionalism. 

• 2. DEMAND OF SEPARATE STATEHOOD: It is the second form of 
regionalism. In India, this demand was made for the first time for the 
formation of separate state Andhra Pradesh, which was accepted in 1953. 

• 3. DEMAND FOR FULLSTATEHOOD: In India, Most of the Union Territories 
were not in favour of 14th amendment of the constitution. Therefore, as  
consequence, the Union territories of Himachal Pradesh, Manipur, Tripura, 
Meghalaya and Goa were granted the status of full statehood and the 
remaining union territories are demanding full statehood. 

• 4.INTER-STATE DISPUTES: Today, many states are making demands for the 
merger of territory of belonging to other states and for just division of 
river waters. 



IMPACT OF REGIONALISM ON 
POLITICS 

 
1. THE FEELING OF REGIONALISM: The feeling of  

regionalism has produced the feeling of separatism 
among the people living in different parts of India. 

2. VIOLENT MOVEMENT: Regionalism has given birth to 
violent movements. 

3. DEMAND OF STATES FOR MORE AUTONOMY: Although 
several  factors are responsible for the demand of  more  
autonomy for the states, but one of the reasons is that 
with the granting of  more autonomy to the states they 
will be able to develop their regions. 

4. DEMAND FOR SEPARATE STATES: The People living in the 
backward regions of India are demanding separate states. 

 



1. TENSION BETWEEN CENTRE AND STATES: The people living in 
different states allege that centre is not taking any special interest 
in the development of their state, and thus the discriminination is 
being made with them. 

2. FORMATION OF REGIONAL PARTIES: Due to high feeling of 
regionalism, several regional political parties have come into 
existence and they give priority to regional interests over the 
national interests. 

3. POLITICS OF MOVEMENTS: The impact of politics of movements 
is increasing in India day  by day.  People living in different parts of 
India launch movements from time to time to attract the 
attention of the central government. For example:  

4. THEORY OF THE SONS OF THE SOIL: For example: Maharastra for 
Maharastra, Bengalies for Bengalies etc. 

 
 
 



SUGGESTIONS TO MINIMISE THE 
EFFECT OF REGIONALISM 

• Proper organization of Regional Parties 

• Efforts for the balance progress of different 
states 

• Activities of the separatists should be dealt 
with strongly 

• Establishment of Autonomous Commissions to 
settle Inter-state Disputes 

• Balanced Division of Powers between Centre 
and the States 

 



• Right type of education 

• Development of Secular Politics 

• Redress of the grievance of the Minorities 

• Need to review the Federal Structure 

• More administrative  and Financial Autonomy 
to States 

 



CONCLUSION 

• The problem of regionalism can not be solved 
fully, yet  its effect can be minimized. For the 
achievement of this objective, proper 
understanding should be among the people 
and attention should be given to the balanced 

   development of the people.  
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